He’s Italiano

Music: Mamma Mia (He's Italiano), Elena ft. Glance – (iTunes, 3:37 mins) (Tempo Approx 115 bpm)  Genre: Pop
Choreo: Karen Tripp (karen@tripcentral.ca), January 2017  Level: Easy Intermediate

Sequence: Wait 16 beats, ABC ABC D Break C C

PART A (32 beats)
(4) 1 Outhouse
(4) 1 Pushoff Right
(8) 1 Clogover Vine Left
Repeat with opposite footwork and direction

PART B (32 beats)
(8) 1 Cowboy 1/2L
(4) 1 Charleston
(4) 1 Fancy Double
(8) 1 Cowboy 1/2L to face front
(4) 1 Charleston
(4) 1 Jazz Box DS-ToeHeel(xif)-ToeHeel(b)-ToeHeel(ots)

PART C (64 beats)
(8) 1 Samantha
(4) 1 Joey
(4) Turning Pushoff 3/4R
Repeat above steps, then add:
(8) 2 Unclog Basics
(4) Rocking Chair 1/4L
(4) Fancy Double
Repeat above steps to face front

Repeat Part A: Outhouse, Pushoff R, Clogover Vine L, repeat all
Repeat Part B: Cowboy 1/2L, Charleston, Fancy Double, Cowboy 1/2L, Charleston, Jazz Box
Repeat Part C: Samantha, Joey, Turning Pushoff 3/4R, repeat,
2 Unclog Basics, Rocking Chair 1/4L, Fancy Double, repeat

PART D (32 beats)
(4) 1 Stomp Double
(4) 1 Turkey Basic
(4) 1 Stomp Double
(4) Turning Pushoff 1/2R
Repeat to face front

BREAK (16 beats)
(16) 2 Hit Step Vines L&R DS-HeelTch(f)-S-DS-ToeTch(b)-S-DS-HeelTch-S(f)-DS-RS

Repeat Part C: Samantha, Joey, Turning Pushoff 3/4R, repeat,
2 Unclog Basics, Rocking Chair 1/4L, Fancy Double, repeat

Repeat Part C: Samantha, Joey, Turning Pushoff 3/4R, repeat,
2 Unclog Basics, Rocking Chair 1/4L, Fancy Double, repeat